
Natural History notes from the Peace Labyrinth. High Summer.

In the time honoured traditions of our island summers, this one seems to have been 
particularly wayward, yet it has given us occasional days of sparkling brilliance, 

setting every sense alight with the joy of it.
An early morning visit to the labyrinth this month rewarded my bleary eyed 

stumbling into clothes in the grey pre-dawn half light, with images that will endure 
through the
darker days

of winter.
When I

stepped out
into the car
park at

Walltown the
Summer

dawn came
rushing to

meet me,

clean clear
air, birdsong,

swallows

powering

past and

golden light pouring through the trees, dappling the air.
Walking through the woodland and towards the horsetail ponds the morning started to

come alight with gold and silver; the gold was the suns low rays, just edging over the 

crags, silver was all around as the light shone through the dew on grasses, flowers 
and horsetails.

The air was 

chill, warming 
as the sun 
touched it, 

birdsong 
followed the 

warmth across 
the trees as if the
birds were 

appreciating and
welcoming it. I 

dislike 



anthropomorphism in all its forms but on such a morning it was easy to feel part of 

the environment and to believe that everything in it was sharing my emotions.
The willows of the labyrinth are growing beautifully, the green gold of them was a 
gentle light in the clearing among the trees and as I walked the pathways I could hear 

Willow Warbler, Robin and Blue Tit families calling. At the centre of the labyrinth a 
tall white daisy-like flower was a peaceful blessing. 

Walking the paths I saw: robins, wren,willow warblers,jackdaws,blackbirds, song 

thrushes, curlews, redstarts. In addition to these I heard: a buzzard, oystercatchers, 
moorhen chicks, woodpigeons, carrion crows, a great spotted woodpecker.



As I walk, and later, as I write this, I wonder why it seems so important to identify 

and record; Robert MacFarlane writes in his book “ Landmarks”…...” It is true that 
once a landscape goes undescribed and therefore unregarded, it becomes more 
vulnerable to abuse or improper action.” To add a personal thought to this, I believe 

that the more we come to know a thing or a place, the more we know of it, the less 
likely we are to allow any abuse of it, the more protective of it we become. So we 

should identify and record as a way of strengthening our acknowledgement of all that
we hold dear, we should encourage others to share in our recognition of these special 
places because the more people who have a love for them the greater will be the 

potential for offering them the protection that they need.

So the more people who can say, “ This is a young Willow Warbler that I saw at 
Walltown today.” the better.


